LEARN MORE...

WinjayVX is the full-featured radio playout automation, combining impressive ease of use with a wide choice
of features. From live assist to full automation, WinjayVX lets you achieve broadcast-grade results without
any compromise.
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Our clean and user-friendly design greatly
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Thanks to the plug-in structure, you may
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The WinjayVX
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WinjayVX is “Windows10 ready”, up to date

speeds up your learning curve, minimizing
support requests and operating mistakes.

purchase only the specific features required.,
saving valuable money.
multilanguage interface

allows to quickly edit all the captions to your
requirements or add a new language.

to guarantee excellent performance on the
newest hardware/software configurations.

MULTIFORMAT PLAYOUT:

The WinjayVX multi-

format, multi-overlap playout engine supports virtually any format
among WAV PCM, ADPCM, mp3 (CBR and VBR), OGG Vorbis, WMA, FLAC;,
WavPack, MPC, AC3, AAC, mp4 iTunes, APE Monkey Audio, OFR OptimFrog,
TTA, and many more !

PERFECT TRANSACTIONS:

The mySQL database

engine offers virtually zero-maintenance integrity for your valuable
data, high speed, reliable transactions and concurrent queries into a
multiuser, multichannel configuration.

CUSTOMIZABLE INTERFACE:

Stylish, skin-based

interface based on roll-over undockable windows with dual-monitor
support, fully customizable thanks to the many available skins.
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EXTERNAL
FEEDS

EXACT
SCHEDULING

WinjayVX offers seamless scheduling and integration

The integrated playlist manager is engineered to

of external feeds, like satellite receivers, streaming

compile, save and run your daily schedule at the

feeds, live inputs, and so on. The integrated remote

desired time, automatically, with just a few clicks!

triggering allows starting the event at the exact

Advanced features like forced events, running of

required time.

external commands, and many others complete the
already powerful scheduler.

VALUE ADDED RDS
RDS doesn’t
mean just the
station name!
WinjayVX turns
the RDS into
a dynamic
feature, since
the text can be
automatically
updated
according to
user-definable
data.

For example:
title/artist of
songs being
played, next
song queued,
date/time, free
text (such as
station name).
All this can be
customized
based on the
specific playlists
on the air.

RAZOR-BLADE
CUEING

WEBCASTING
FEATURES

The powerful off-the-air preview window provides

WinjayVX outputs songs/artists informations to update

non-destructive editing of your media (start, DJ intro,

the end-user players on most common streaming

fades, etc.) so you will always get perfect transitions

platforms (Shoutcast, Icecast, Windows Media), and

with no extra effort. Settings are automatically stored

can be configured to update even more data based on

to the database for later reuse or further editing.

a user-defined script.
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WinjayVX: a completely open and scalable system !

Full customizable, a wide range of standards support: WinjayVX is an open system, with no hidden tricks
or limitations! And, since WinjayVX is engineered on building blocks, your system may be configured in
many different ways depending on your specific application. You just have to purchase only the specific
features required.

SMART
OPENER

RANDOM
MUSIC ROTATION

A smart trick to keep your listeners tuned to your radio

The integrated random music scheduler offers

station: just before a commercial break, WinjayVX will

automatic songs rotation based on a mix of several

automatically play a small cut of the song which has

selection criteria like style, min/max date, nationality,

been selected to be on the air just after the break.

vote, BPM, saving considerable time comparing to
manual scheduling.

SMS
BOX

TIME
ANNOUNCE

An advanced SMS receiver based on mobile phones and

WinjayVX includes a fully customizable saytime

USB GSM modems includes a SMS juke-box allowing

feature: the time announce in hour and minutes

listeners to request songs or systems administrators to

is

fire command remotely (loading of playlists, etc.)

favourite music bed. Hint: the time announce

automatically

mixed

on-the-fly

upon

your

slot can be easily sold to advertisers wishing to
sponsor starting of commercial breaks, for example.
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(*) Some of the features described here are available as plug-ins. Please consult with your representative for more details

ADVERTISING
SCHEDULER
WinjayVX integrates a comprehensive commercial
planner, a perfect match between features offered
and ease of use. Scheduling commercials is easy as a
few clicks on desired slots, and you may use shuffle,
priority and date/based planning.

ASRUN
LOGS
Any event on Winjay is seamlessly logged and exactly
timestamped, from songs played to tasks performed,
allowing you to search for instances of any specific event
such as a song, commercial or program.
For example, should a customer asks for a proof of the
effective broadcasting of his commercial, you can print or
email him an accurate report.

VIRTUAL SPEAKER
That’s the feature that turns a playlist into a near-live show. WinjayVX may be programmed to automatically fire speaker
overlaps on specific sections of songs, such as intro, end of the song, or inbetween the ending song and the next song’s
intro. WinjayVX automatically decides the strategy to adopt depending on the characteristics of the particular selected
song, to automatically calculate the right time to fire the speaker overlap, or cut it from the playlist in case it is not
possible to find a suitable space.

THE COMPANY

From 1997, Winjay is a leading developer of radio and TV broadcast automation products, ranging from radio/TV
playout automation to commercial splitting, media asset management, audio / video logging systems.
Offering good value for money, professional after-sale tech support,
careful engineering and continuous innovation are key attributes
to a successfull product. Our customers know they can trust
on us: for our company, this is the best form of advertising.
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